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Abstract This paper synthesizes the authors’ experience in the area of integrated
approaches coupling multi-objective optimization (MOO), industrial process
modeling and simulation, and life cycle assessment (LCA), with particular appli-
cation to the sector of drinking water production. An industrial process is intended
as any process using a certain technology to produce a product or deliver a service.
The paper discusses comparatively the suitability for the optimization of a
real-world drinking water production plant (DWPP) of four optimization approa-
ches, namely: (1) off-the-shelf global search metaheuristic algorithms, (2) hybrid
optimizers combining global search and local search, (3) surrogate model based
optimizers, and (4) local search.

1 Introduction

The combination between various optimization methods and life cycle assessment
(LCA) has been initiated two decades ago [1], with the aim to empower decision
makers with Pareto trade-off cost-effective solutions to decrease environmental
impacts of processes. Many approaches have been proposed since then (e.g. [2–4])
in this research area; the reader is referred to [5] for a relatively comprehensive
survey. Rooted in the same research field, but focusing on the computationally
expensive optimization problem of eco-design of drinking water production plants
(DWPPs), the 3-year project “Optimization based integrated process modelling-
LCA: application to potable water production” (OASIS) has further explored the
best paths for the threefold coupling (process modeling, LCA and optimization)
along four major optimization research streams namely: (1) off-the-shelf global
search metaheuristic optimization algorithms [6], (2) hybrid optimizers combining
global search and local search [7], (3) surrogate model based optimizers [8, 9], and
(4) local search [10].
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The outline of the remaining of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the
statement of the problem and the tool components. Section 3 briefly describes the
main optimization algorithms employed in the four research streams. Section 4
provides optimization results with these algorithms for a realistic model of a
real-world DWPP. Section 5 concludes and provides directions for future work.

2 Statement of the Optimization-Process Modelling-LCA
Problem

2.1 Problem Formulation

The multi-objective optimization (MOO) problem corresponding to a DWPP can be
compactly expressed, assuming a single relevant aggregated operating scenario, as
follows:

min
x

f1 xð Þ; f2 xð Þf g
subject to: g xð Þ ¼ 0

h xð Þ� h
x� x� x

ð1Þ

where: x denotes the vector of decision variables (e.g. design and operation
parameters of the DWPP unit processes), f1 models the operation cost of the DWPP
(comprising especially raw materials, chemicals, and electricity), f2 models the
environmental impacts of the DWPP (calculated using ReCiPe method applied at
midpoint level [11]). The equality constraints g xð Þ ¼ 0 model the input-output
mass flow for each unit process in the entire chain. The inequality constraints
h xð Þ� h enforce the outlet water quality [6]. The latter is represented only by seven
relevant aggregated parameters (e.g. total coliforms, total trihalomethanes, total
organic carbon, Escherichia coli, faecal streptococci, turbidity, and conductivity).
Finally, the inequality constraints x� x� �x model the physical bounds of the
decision variables.

Note that, because there is no qualitative or quantitative benefit to express ana-
lytically the hundreds of complex chemical reactions involved in the optimization
problem (1), these are assessed (by the specialized software PHREEQC® [12]) by
running the DWPP simulator, called EVALEAU [13], for specific values of the
decision variables.
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2.2 EVALEAU: The DWPP Simulator

EVALEAU is a simulator of DWPPs (see Fig. 1) which integrates detailed modelling
of DWPPs unit operationswith state of the art LCA tools [13]. It consists in a library of
unit process (UPs) models for water treatment, allowing life cycle inventory calcu-
lation (LCI) as a function of process parameters. The tool is embedded in the LCA
software Umberto® and relies on the Ecoinvent database. It also includes a sensitivity
analysis toolbox based on the Morris method for the identification of the process
parameters mainly affecting the life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) results. More
details about it can be found in the literature [13–15].

2.3 The Proposed Integrated Simulation-Optimization
Approach

The approach proposed in the OASIS project for solving the simulation-
optimization problem (1) consists in decomposing the problem into two modules
(the EVALEAU simulator and a multi-objective optimizer) which interact in a loop,
as shown in Fig. 2.

Because the simulator is intrinsically computationally expensive (it takes in
average around two minutes per simulation) and can be seen by the optimizer as a
black-box, suitable optimizers have been sought as described in the next section.

3 Optimization Approaches

While the benefits of using optimization techniques for DWPP eco-design (e.g.
reduction in both operating cost and environmental impacts) have been quantified in
our previous works (e.g. [6–10, 16]), this section summarizes chronologically the
main four lines of research pursued in the OASIS project, whose performances will
be compared in the next section.

Fig. 1 Modular model of a real-world DWPP (I, O and T stand for input, output, and unit process,
respectively)
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3.1 Off-the-Shelf Global Search Metaheuristic Algorithms

Global search generic metaheuristic algorithms have been naturally the first opti-
mizers tested. The detailed results obtained with six algorithms of this class have
been reported in [6]. Two algorithms, namely the Strength Pareto Evolutionary
Algorithm (SPEA2) [17] and the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
(NSGA-II) [18], have proven consistently best performances in terms of conver-
gence speed to the Pareto front. However, these algorithms involve heavy com-
putations, due to their inherent slow convergence near to the optimum and
genericity (i.e. they make no attempt to take advantage of the problem structure).
This fact motivates further research among the three following lines.

3.2 Hybrid Algorithms Combining Global and Local Search

Hybrid algorithms combine global search (or exploration) and local search (or
exploitation) so as to take advantage of their assets while offsetting their drawbacks.

Two coupling schemes between global search and local search have been used:

(1) sequential approach (explored to some extent in [10]): global search identifies
first the most promising regions of the design space and then its final solutions
are transferred to the local search method (described in Sect. 3.4) for further
local refinement;

(2) integrated approach (explored in [7]): the local search module is embedded in
the global search algorithm; the local search is called at a certain pace to
improve locally the best current candidate solutions. Specifically, [7] has

Fig. 2 Architecture of the integrated tool coupling the DWPP EVALEAU simulator with an
optimizer
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proposed such a hybrid approach in which a memory-based adaptive parti-
tioning algorithm was embedded into an archive-based multi-objective evolu-
tionary algorithm, developed relying on the structure of NSGA II [18].

3.3 Surrogate Model-Based Optimizers

This research line consists in building tailored computationally cheap surrogate
models of the optimization problem, aiming to accelerate the convergence and
reduce the computational burden. Two approaches have been developed [8, 9] in
which the surrogate model of the optimization problem is based on:

(1) mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) [8,16]. This surrogate model relies
on piecewise linear approximations, via brute-force sensitivity computation, of
the objective functions and inequality constraints. Additionally, the use of
constraint programming [19] for solving the MILP problem at the core of the
surrogate model has been explored in [9].

(2) nonlinear programming (NLP). This surrogate model relies on curve fitting of
objectives and inequality constraints via either quadratic polynomial functions
or higher order polynomial functions (e.g. cubic) [9].

In both proposed methodologies which include such surrogate models, the
approximation of the Pareto front is generated upon applying the well-known
e-constraint method [20] to the MOO surrogate problems.

3.4 Local Search

The last optimization research strand investigated in this project concerns the local
search [10]. The latter is useful not only in the context of hybrid algorithms (see
Sect. 3.2) but also in many real-world computationally expensive simulation-based
applications, where the aim is to improve a given system state locally with limited
computational budget. To this end, a new neighborhood-based iterative local search
method has been proposed [10]. This method aims at steering the search along any
desired direction in the objectives space and resorting to first derivatives approxi-
mation and linear programming optimization.
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4 Numerical Results

4.1 Short Description of the DWPP

The optimization approaches developed in the frame of the OASIS project have
been applied to a realistic model of an existing DWPP from France [13].
The DWPP treatment chain of the inlet river water contains the main unit process
(see Fig. 1): pumping, a first ozonation, coagulation/flocculation, settling, biolite
filtration, a second ozonation, granular activated carbon filtration, and bleach dis-
infection. A set of six relevant decision variables is considered, namely (see Fig. 1):
the ozone transfer efficiency and the pure oxygen fraction in feed gas in units T4
and T17, the coagulant dose in unit T7, and the granular activated carbon regen-
eration frequency in unit T20.

4.2 Results Using off-the-Shelf Global Search Algorithms

Figures 3 shows three snapshots retrieved during the convergence to the Pareto
front obtained with SPEA2 and NSGA-II algorithms. For all the algorithms the
Pareto front corresponds to roughly 50 generations of simulation.

By comparing the two sides of Fig. 3 one can note that, while after 10 gener-
ations NSGA-II front approximation is substantially better (in terms of
non-dominance and spread of solutions) than the one of SPEA2, as generations
evolve, SPEA2 slightly outperforms NSGA-II.

Fig. 3 Progress toward the Pareto front obtained with SPEA2 (left) and NSGA II (right)
optimizers [6]
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4.3 Results Using Hybrid Algorithms

Figures 4 and 5 present results obtained with two hybrid algorithms: a sequential
two step algorithm (Fig. 4) and an integrated algorithm (Fig. 5).

Figure 4 shows that, although the local search is launched (starting from best
solutions provided by the global search algorithm SPEA2 after 120 evaluations)
relatively far from the Pareto front, despite the limited budget, it behaves well (i.e. a
few solutions converge already on the front and their spread is good) [10].

Figure 5 shows the results obtained with an integrated hybrid algorithm called
Archive-based Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm with Memory-based
Adaptive Partitioning of search space (AMOEA-MAP) [7]. Despite the limited
computational budget allowed (200 evaluations) this algorithm exhibits excellent
performances compared to NSGA-II. It also outperforms the sequential algorithm.

Fig. 4 Solution path of the
local search method applied
after 120 evaluations of global
search algorithm SPEA2 [8]
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Fig. 5 Approximation of the
Pareto front as a function of
the number of simulator
evaluations: hybrid algorithm
(AMOEA-MAP) versus
NSGAII optimizer [7]
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4.4 Results Using Surrogate Model-Based Optimizers

Figure 6 plots the front approximations obtained with the MILP-based surrogate
model using 10 function linearization intervals [8]. One can observe that, for the
same number of evaluations, the MILP-based algorithm outperforms SPEA2.

Due to space limitation, the results obtained with NLP-based surrogate models
[8, 9] and constraint programming [16], both performing less well than MILP
model, are not shown. For detailed results the reader is referred to [8, 9, 16].

4.5 Results Using Local Search

Figure 7 displays the solution path obtained with the LP-based local search method
[10], starting from an initial operating point where each decision variable is set to
the half value of its physical range. One can first observe that the method has a good
ability to steer the search along the desired direction in the objectives space.
Furthermore, the method produces generally a high quality approximation of the
Pareto front (in terms of accuracy and distribution of solutions), especially in the
upper concave part of the front, except of one search trajectory in the middle which
gets stuck.

Fig. 6 Approximation of the
Pareto front for MILP-based
surrogate algorithm [8]
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5 Conclusions and Outlook

This paper has synthesized the main findings of our experiments with four classes
of optimization approaches for the MOO of the DWPP in the frame of the project
OASIS. The main conclusions drawn can be summarized as follows.

(1) Hybrid algorithms, and particularly the integrated hybrid algorithm AMOEA-
MAP, and MILP-based surrogate model have shown the best performances,
compared to other competing alternatives.

(2) The off-the-shelf generic global search metaheuristic algorithms are substan-
tially less efficient than the best classes of algorithms. However, given espe-
cially their application straightforwardness, these alternatives cannot be
discarded. Among the tested algorithms, NSGA-II has shown the best perfor-
mances overall, being closely followed by SPEA2. The experiments with four
other popular metaheuristic algorithms have indicated that, in the myriad of
existing meta-heuristic algorithms with various pros and cons, the best algo-
rithm for a given problem should be chosen carefully.

(3) Constraint (integer) programming is less suitable than MILP classical algo-
rithms in our context of loosely constrained small size surrogate optimization
problem, where feasibility is not a major concern.

(4) The proposed LP-based local search method has shown good performances and
keeps intact its promises for other mildly nonlinear computationally expensive
optimization problems.

Although the explored optimization algorithms have been applied to the
bi-objective (e.g. cost versus LCA-based environmental impact) optimization of
DWPP at planning stage, they remain generic to other application fields dealing
with (computationally expensive) MOO problems. Furthermore, our results with
these algorithms could serve to evaluate their suitability for different problems. In
our experiments we have noticed that the water quality constraints are not severely

Fig. 7 Solution path and
approximated Pareto front via
the LP-based local search
method [10]
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constraining the feasible region of the problem; this is however case-dependent and
the impact of these constraints may be more pronounced for other DWPPs.

As a side complementary experiment of the project, a detailed discussion
regarding the pros and cons of expressing environmental impacts in MOO utilizing
the midpoint categories versus endpoint score has been conducted in [21].

Finally, the algorithms developed and the experience gained in this project,
could be applied (with due adaptations) to other case studies. In particular, a very
appealing and timely research area would be the optimization of supply chains,
under resiliency constraints and risk-based decision making.
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